With 5,657 courses offered at Virginia Tech, it’s going to take a little time for all of our professors and instructors to convert their courses out of Scholar and into Canvas. So for the next few semesters, you should expect to have classes in both systems.

And that’s ok! The Learning Management support team at 4Help and TLOS is here to help. Flip this over to find out more.
Be sure to check with each of your professors / TAs to find out whether your class is using Canvas or Scholar!

Also, be sure to take advantage of -
- **Student walk-in consulting hours** - Wed & Thurs from 6-8pm, on the Torgersen Bridge
- **Canvas 24/7 support** - click the help tab in your Canvas User Dashboard, or call Canvas Support at 1-844-701-1942.
- **4Help guides and support** - go to 4help.vt.edu and search in the Knowledge tab for ‘Canvas.’

Canvas has cool features, like a mobile app, classroom chat, easy media integration, and a simpler, more interactive UI. We hope you will enjoy using it.

Follow us @NextGenLMS!
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